RULES FOR MOORING WINDOW - BERTH 37 - POOL TERMINAL XXXIX
It is hereby authenticated that as of May 1st, 2021, at a meeting of the Terminal XXXIX soybean meal pool, that
the Berth 37 will operate with the predictability of 10 monthly mooring windows based on 60.000 tons ships.
The mooring windows operated by Terminal XXXIX will have the following rules:
a) Each client will have its own window according to the volume to be performed monthly in T39;
b) The mooring windows of each client will be disclosed annually after the closing of the volumes traded;
c) These "mooring windows" must be informed in the daily lineup in a public way;
d) Monthly, the clients that have information about the ETA forecast and volume of their ships for the next
60 days will help to feed the lineup that will serve as a base to avoid the concentration of ships arriving at
the same time and consequent plug of the Terminal;
e) The lineup will be ruled in the following order: 1st "mooring window month", 2nd "ETA" and 3rd cargo;
f) Each client may not have borrowed more than 50% of his month program, and in a scenario of lack of
definition for berthing the ship of the turn, the ship of the player who has committed less than the
percentage defined here will be berthed.
g) The client that nominates his ship for the end of the month and that for some reason arrives late and
advances the following month, "may" lose his mooring window if it causes idleness in the berth and/or
damage in the lineup for the ships in the sequence, subject to berthing his ship in the next idleness in the
lineup or in his next mooring window.
h) The exchange of mooring windows among the pool members may happen at any time in order to
benefit everyone as long as there is a consensus in this pool;
i) The exchange of mooring windows of the same client will only happen after the pool's authorization;
j) The Terminal may offer an extra mooring window to the clients, as long as it presents the pool's open
program in order to guarantee that the "extra" volume does not compromise the lineup and if this is clear
to the pool, they will authorize the entrance of this volume.

The companies listed below participated in the approval of this agreement:

- Aliança Agrícola do Cerrado S.A
- Brejeiro - Produtos Alimentícios Orlândia S/A Com e Ind.
- Caramuru Alimentos S.A
- Cargill Agrícola S.A
- Cofco International Brasil S.A
Santos, April 29th, 2021
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